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Abstract. Smart Grid technologies are changing the way energy is gen-
erated, distributed and consumed. With the increasing spread of renew-
able power sources, new market strategies are needed to guarantee a
more sustainable participation and less dependency of bulk generation.
In PowerTAC (Power Trading Agent Competition), different software
agents compete in a simulated energy market, impersonating broker com-
panies to create and manage attractive tariffs for customers while aim-
ing to profit. In this paper, we present TugaTAC Broker, a PowerTAC
agent that uses a fuzzy logic mechanism to compose tariffs based on
its customers portfolio. Fuzzy sets allow adaptive configurations for bro-
kers in different scenarios. To validate and compare the performance of
TugaTAC, we have run a local version of the PowerTAC competition. The
experiments comprise TugaTAC competing against other simple agents
and a more realistic configuration, with instances of the winners of pre-
vious editions of the competition. Preliminary results show a promising
dynamic: our approach was able to manage imbalances and win the com-
petition in the simple case, but need refinements to compete with more
sophisticated market.
Keywords: PowerTAC · Energy trading agents · Smart electricity
market · Smart grids · Fuzzy logic · Power tariffs
1 Introduction
The management of energy consumption and production is not only a customer
concern, but however, a new trend characterised by the wide presence of distrib-
uted renewable power sources in low voltage grids. This factor is imposing new
challenges for main energy generation and distribution companies. In this new
scenario companies are not able anymore to predict energy demand, given lim-
ited visibility (small and distributed generator units are unknown), production
volatility (weather uncertainty affects renewable energy generation) and con-
sumption flexibility (caused by smart grid and home automation technologies
that can control and shift loads to improve customer efficiency).
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Electricity markets at retail level can help to address grid energy genera-
tion and load balance challenges, providing economical incentives for customers
to control and shift loads. Moreover, the available information also enables the
consumption and production forecasts [1]. As a result of liberalisation programs,
the new dynamics of electricity markets allow more complex market approaches,
competition and indirect supply-demand regulation through energy tariffs [2].
Figure 1 shows the different layers of a smart grid, highlighting tariff as the ele-
ment which enables brokers to act on the customers layer and provide customer’s
access to energy plans.
Fig. 1. Tariffs as the link element between Market and Customers
The energy brokers represent companies, intermediary trading entities
responsible for providing tariffs to customers. Aiming to achieve higher mar-
ket shares and profit, brokers compete for offering attractive tariffs based on the
negotiated energy and prices. Electricity market simulation frameworks com-
prise important tools to test and validate different approaches and algorithms
for brokers in a simulated and controlled environment. In this sense, this work
presents an approach based on fuzzy logic to define competitive strategies for
energy brokers in the market. The proposed approach was defined and tested on
the PowerTAC simulation framework.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the challenges
on the Electricity Markets area and related work regarding the PowerTAC com-
petition. Section 3 presents our approach to create a competitive broker agent
named TugaTAC and Sect. 4 describes the preliminary results, obtained from
running competition experiments, comparing our model with other approaches.
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We conclude Sect. 5 pointing the advantages of using fuzzy logic in the tariff
creation process and looking for improvements in future work.
2 Electricity Markets and Power Trading Agent
Competition
Electricity markets comprise commercial environments where energy is traded
by several entities, such as generator companies, retailers, intermediary utilities,
households, small and medium enterprises, electric vehicles owners and others.
Energy is negotiated for different time slots and intervals, ranging from several
minutes to months and can be negotiated through directly purchase transactions,
auctions, or tariff contracts. Usually, electricity markets are separated in the
wholesale electricity market, where retailers (brokers) negotiate large amounts
of energy (MWh) with big distribution entities, such as generation companies
or power plants, and the retail market, where small and medium customers
negotiate small quantities of energy (kWh).
The retail market dynamics directly influence the wholesale market and vice-
versa, since retailers define their prices based on their customer portfolio and
wholesale market price, while wholesale market define their prices based on sup-
ply and demand principles. These features create dynamic environments with
high financial risks that have been leveraged by the advent of smart grid and
the use of all kinds of smart appliances and metering.
Creating intelligent autonomous systems to safely and effectively operate
in such environments requires tests and validation of the employed strategies
and algorithms, before deploying them in real world scenarios. In this sense,
there exist electricity market simulation frameworks, such as the PowerTAC [3].
The PowerTAC employs many robust models, based on real historical data, to
simulate the wholesale market, the regulated distribution utility, and the cus-
tomer population, composed by different kinds of customers, such as households,
electric vehicles, and a variety of commercial and industrial entities. Some of
them can also have energy production capabilities through solar panels or wind
turbines, for example. The regulated distribution utility uses a market-based
mechanism for balancing the energy supply and demand.
2.1 PowerTAC Broker Agents
PowerTAC also comprises an electricity market competition1, where different
teams are challenged to develop fully autonomous broker agents to operate
between wholesale and retail markets. In order to simulate a more realistic envi-
ronment, the simulation relies in different constraints, such as fees and periodic
payments [4]. The broker agents act as self-interested companies, aiming to make
high profits from energy negotiations on both supply and demand sides. In the
real world, brokers would represent energy retailers, commercial or municipal
utilities or even energy cooperatives [5].
1 http://powertac.org/.
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As retailers, brokers need to define profitable tariff contracts to achieve bigger
market share. Thus, brokers indirectly compete in the energy market by offering
specific tariffs contracts for each kind of customers (production, consumption,
storage) and specific type of energy source (solar, wind, thermal, etc.). Moreover,
brokers should try to reach a balanced portfolio, i.e. trying to keep the amount of
energy produced by customers close to the demanded energy, in order to reduce
the dependency from wholesale-coming energy.
Agents can use different tariff features in order to draw the customers’ atten-
tion, including fixed or dynamic price for kWh along the day, incentives for
energy saving, bonus for sign-up, early withdrawal penalties, and monthly dis-
tribution fees. In fact, brokers can analyse information from different sources,
such as customers, wholesale market and even weather. Such information enables
predicting subscribers’ production and consumption, which can lead to the nec-
essary actions to keep reduced imbalances, through tariffs for complementary
types of customers.
In simulation environments it is easy to analyse values and compose binary
solutions as “if variable is greater than some value then do that”. This approach
limits brokers coverage, creating crisp sets of possible actions. In real decision
making scenarios, human brokers compose their solutions based on both numbers
and conceptual analysis. Humans often interpret concepts, such as “high”, “low”,
or “interested”, enabling a richer set of combination values for actions [6]. In
energy markets and also in the PowerTAC competition, many of these conceptual
values could be combined to design a tariff generator mechanism.
2.2 Tariff Selection Problem
Since we are dealing with tariff composition, an important problem is how to
design competitive and interesting tariffs that provide the conditions required by
customers and yet, be profitable to brokers [3]. Customers want to select the best
tariff based on self interest. For example, some customers prefer tariffs with time-
of-use price while others could prefer fixed prices, and so on. Customers actively
participate in the market by choosing new tariffs through periodic evaluation of
publicly offered tariffs. In PowerTAC, customers are utility-based, which means
that they choose the next action based on the calculated gain on doing so.
Nevertheless, the utility function used in customer models include an aversion of
change and complexity that can retard the changing for better tariff offers [7].
Accordingly to the PowerTAC specification [8], customers in the competition
evaluate new offers with a higher frequency at the beginning of the simulation.
They use a inertia model for the probability of not evaluating tariffs, calculated
as Ia that depend on the number of tariff publication cycles (n) and a factor
I ∈ [0, 1] as seen in Eq. 1.
Ia = (1− 2
−n)I (1)
The key part of customer evaluation is the calculation of the expected gain
over maintaining the current contract. Our intention is to find a good approach
that can attract customers’ attention and also have high utility. If no broker
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achieve this goal, customers will use default tariffs provided by the default broker,
an agent that assure at least one option for customers.
In PowerTAC, the utility of a given tariff Ti is computed as a function of per-
kWh payments pvi, periodic payments ppi, a one-time sign-up payment psignupi,
a potential one-time withdrawal payment pwithdrawi in case the customer with-
draws its subscription before the tariff’s contract minimum duration, and an
inconvenience factor xi to account for inconvenience of switching subscriptions,
and of dealing with time-of-use or variable prices or capacity controls. The Eq. 2
describes this utility.
ui = f(pvi, ppi, psignupi, pwithdrawi, xi) (2)
On the other hand, the cost of using a default broker tariff depends on the
consumption amount Ctdefault, the cost per-kWh (Pvdefault) and the periodic
payment Ppdefault, as seen in Eq. 3. More details about PowerTAC models can




(Ctdefault ∗ Pvdefault + Ppdefault) (3)
Many PowerTAC related works address this problem with different
approaches, depending on the market type and tariff features focus, as seen
in Table 1. Reddy et al. [9] created a model to predict the attraction probability
of a specific tariff, given the broker’s portfolio. Liefers et al. [10] uses a Tit-For-
Tat strategy, copying and improving opponent’s tariffs. The CrocodileAgent [11]
in the other hand, uses market properties as scarcity, balance and oversupply to
generate the “most needed” tariffs at a given time.
Table 1. Comparison of PowerTAC broker agents
Broker Approach Market
AgentUDE [12] Agressive fee manipulation Retail
CwiBroker [13] Equilibrium in continuous markets Wholesale
CrocodileAgent [11] Maximize profitability Wholesale
Mertacor [14] PSO to estimate relevant features Wholesale
TacTex [15] MDP to minimize costs Wholesale
Default broker [16] Fixed (high) prices Retail
Although some of the related works on PowerTAC retail market describe
conceptual characteristics, none have considered modelling conceptual values
in the calculations. We have seen that mapping features to values only helped
competitors to interpret the market in a simplistic and rigid way. This motivates
addressing the tariff creation problem with a different paradigm, the conceptual
analysis. The goal is to create a tariff generator that could interpret and adapt
linguistic concepts helping to easily define efficient tariffs.
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3 TugaTAC Broker Agent
In this work, we propose a strategy for developing PowerTAC agents based on
fuzzy models. The proposed approach is called TugaTAC. It consists on updat-
ing tariffs using a conceptual model for agent’s interest on selling or buying
energy. Depending on the production and consumption quantities coming from
the customers who are subscribed to TugaTAC’s tariffs (portfolio), a fuzzy model
determines the broker intentions and what it needs to do in order to improve the
tariffs and attract the best profile of clients (consumers or producers) that could
help reducing imbalances. Figure 2 shows a simplified scheme of the TugaTAC
reasoning mechanism, in which the market prices are combined with the values
of energy production and consumption from the broker’s customer portfolio.
Fig. 2. TugaTAC tariff composition and interactions with the environment
3.1 Fuzzy Conceptual Tariff Strategy for Retail Market
The reasoning mechanism described in Fig. 2 is highly conceptual and connects
numerical values to abstract interest. Fuzzy systems are suitable models for this
kind of approach. Fuzzy is an alternative for the traditional binary logic in which
variables can present more than two values (true or false), usually presenting a
continuous range between 0 (completely false) to 1 (completely true) [17]. In
fuzzy logic instead of a complex mathematical formulation, the variables are
described using conceptual values, e.g. a temperature variable could be specified
as “cold”, “normal”, and “hot”.
Our approach for tariffs is based on a fixed price tariff model, where customers
pay the same price along the day for the kilowatt-hour. Therefore, this strategy
focuses on the price value definition. For this, it is considered the fluctuation of
the wholesale market price (clear price), which varies along the day according
to demand and production. This way the tariff price is always above the clear
price or otherwise the broker would lose money. Thus, we have defined two fuzzy
models: one for selling energy and the other for buying, implemented and tested
using the jFuzzyLogic API2.
2 http://jfuzzylogic.sourceforge.net/.
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The fuzzy models are illustrated in Fig. 3 for buy-interest and in Fig. 4
the sell-interest model. The fuzzification process establishes the correspondence
between the input and output models. A set of IF-THEN fuzzy rules are defined
in terms of the concepts defined. This comprises one of the advantages of using
fuzzy logic, allowing adaptive configurations for brokers in different scenarios by
easily changing rules as observed in Algorithm 1.
Fig. 3. Fuzzy input variable for model buy-interest
Finally, to create the tariffs we used an approach similar to [11]. On initial
rounds customers tend to be more opened to new tariffs. Besides, most of the
tariffs are published in this period. TugaTAC uses a Tit-For-Tat approach, copy-
ing competitors’ tariffs when a tariff for the same power type does not exist in
its portfolio. If there is already some similar tariff, the fuzzy model is triggered
to calculate a new value, in order to beat the offered conditions.
IF buy-production IS high THEN definitely-interested
IF buy-production IS high AND buy-consumption IS high THEN interested
IF buy-production IS low AND buy-consumption IS high THEN
not-interested
IF buy-production IS medium OR buy-consumption IS high THEN
not-interested
IF buy-production IS medium AND buy-consumption IS medium THEN
interested
Algorithm 1. Fuzzy rule set example: buy-interest variable
The resulting value of the fuzzy represent a multiplying factor for the prices
(per-kWh) called interest, which represent the willingness to perform the action,
as interest ∈ [0, 1]. When the interest is high, then multiplication will make the
prices rise, otherwise the price will decrease. The evaluation of the new price
values are verified in two equations, one for buying (to producers, Eq. 4) and
other for selling (to consumers, Eq. 5).
buying : pricenew = pricelast − (pricelast ∗ buyinterest) (4)
selling : pricenew = pricelast + (pricelast ∗ sellinterest) (5)
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Fig. 4. Fuzzy input variable for model sell-interest
3.2 Tariff Composition Mechanism
The tariff composition module is responsible for creating and updating tariffs
that are offered to customers. We used a similar approach as in [11]. The fuzzy
model is triggered hourly for each energy type in order to calculate the updated
tariff prices, as seen in Sect. 3.1. We also considered generic tariffs, such as pro-
duction, consumption, and storage types. With this approach, the broker can
cover more market possibilities offering a wide range of tariffs.
4 Evaluation
Experiments on a competition environment bring some challenges regarding eval-
uation metrics and how to evaluate the performance of the broker. PowerTAC,
as an open source distributed Multi-Agent System simulation platform, allows
to configure a local server to run the simulation. In this work we have used the
2015 version for both server and client.
The best way to evaluate the performance of TugaTAC is facing well consol-
idated agents, winners of the last competitions. If it presents good results under
such scenarios, then it could be considered a competitive broker for real tourna-
ments. Since the binary code for the ultimate PowerTAC finalists are available
online, we could run the simulation with this exciting configurations. In fact,
besides downloading the real PowerTAC competitors we instantiated another
broker and called it ZucaTAC. ZucaTAC shares the same code of TugaTAC but
has the fuzzy module disabled, updating the tariff prices with a random interest
factor, useful for increasing the number of competitors without introducing other
complex strategies as those presented by real competitors. Being a preliminary
work, our broker is not yet tuned in order to fairly compete with the big ones,
which have very complex reasoning architectures and include many other fac-
tors to tariff creation, as seen in Sect. 2.2. However, we wanted to check whether
TugaTAC was able to win the competition in three evaluation experiments:
1. Experiment 1 - 1 vs DF: only one broker vs the default
2. Experiment 2 - 2 vs DF: 2 agents plus the default broker
3. Experiment 3 - 3 or more: 3 or more agents competing.
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The experiments consisted on running one complete simulated tournament
and evaluate the results. The winner of the competition is the broker agent with
the highest total profit. Our validation metrics are: the energy traded both in
wholesale market and retail market, and the total profit at the end of the game.
We analyse each one of the experiments and their results regarding these metrics
and the dynamics through the simulations.
4.1 Experiment 1 - TugaTAC Against the Default Broker
Firstly, we ran the simplest test: competing against the default broker. As
explained on Sect. 2, the default broker guarantees that customers have at least
one tariff option. In this case, if TugaTAC wins against the default broker, it
means that our strategy at least makes sense. If something is wrong, e.g., if prices
are not competitive, the results would show a big deficit with the bank.
Figure 5 presents the profit evolution during the simulation. TugaTAC won
the competition with more than 2 million euros in cash, a significant difference
against default broker’s profits. It seems that initially, the default broker had
some advantage in the tariff publication period, being overcame in less than
10 h. Although it seemed to gather customers attention in the moment our tariffs
were being adjusted. TugaTAC refinements in future versions will try to reduce
this time.
Fig. 5. Experiment 1 - Profit results
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Table 2. Experiment 1 - Results of the simplistic competition scenario
Broker Agent Wholesale trades Retail trades Profit
TugaTAC 23 MWh −47575 kWh 2364911e
default-broker 0 MWh 0 kWh 59019e
In Table 2 we see the ranking results of the simulation. The energy traded
with wholesale and retail markets are described on the respective columns and
represent the total amount of traded energy through the competition in each
market. Negative values represent energy sold. Although the default broker had
not traded any energy, it made some profit because initial customers paid fees
when they changed to TugaTAC tariffs. In the end of the game TugaTAC had
95% of the customers subscribed, corroborating that TugaTAC is suitable for
the competition.
4.2 Experiment 2 - 2 Brokers Against the Default Broker
Results from Experiment 1 have shown that TugaTAC seems to be a good broker,
taking a big part of the market share and winning the competition against the
default broker. However, the results of the first experiment do not give us much
information about how good our fuzzy model performed. In Sect. 2 we have seen
that in the cost formula (Eq. 3), customers have a penalty when subscribing to
default broker tariffs. This could be a reason why TugaTAC gathered so many
subscriptions and won the competition in Experiment 1.
The second step for validating this approach is to compare TugaTAC fuzzy
mechanism to another broker, similar in complexity. For that, we ran the compe-
tition including the ZucaTAC agent. Figure 6 shows the profit dynamics through-
out the game. It seems that in a more competitive scenario, TugaTAC slowly
increases its participation on the market, trying to adjust the needs on buying
and selling energy.
TugaTAC achieved positive profit. The cumulative balance chart in Fig. 7
corroborates that the strategy seeks somehow for wholesale independence, by
showing a more squared shape in TugaTAC’s balances meaning equilibrated
participation on the markets. Finally, Fig. 8 shows the trading prices on this
simulation. It is easy to see that the fuzzy model guaranteed a good adjustment
on competitiveness. TugaTAC was able to negotiate less energy with a better
relation of customers prices when compared to the prices paid on wholesale.
In fact, TugaTAC has demonstrated to be good competing with other agents.
The experiments have shown that the profit margin is very similar to the values
achieved on the real competition [18].
4.3 Experiment 3 - 3 or More Agents
In a software competition things can change drastically from year to year. We
wanted to compare our approach with the most advanced broker available.
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Fig. 6. Experiment 2 - Profit competition dynamics
Fig. 7. Experiment 2 - Balance competition dynamics
Nothing better than competing with the current champion, serving as a bench-
mark. We have downloaded the binaries of AgentUDE, winner of the 2014 Pow-
erTAC. This test scenario consisted on putting three agents to compete. In one
side, ZucaTAC, with its simple mimic mechanism for tariffs generation. In the
middle, TugaTAC, our novice competitor with its powerful fuzzy adjustment
system. And, in the other side, AgentUDE.
AgentUDE’s strategy relies on contract withdraw fees. The broker publishes
highly competitive (low price) tariffs with big penalties for the customers and
then, increasing prices at the same time that the other competitors react to draw
market attention, customers start to move to others’ tariffs and are penalised
with high fees.
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Fig. 8. Experiment 2 - Evolution of price dynamics
In Fig. 9 we can clearly observe through the evolution of the game that Agen-
tUDE had a flawless victory against TugaTAC. We observe the impact of the low
price strategy directly related to TugaTAC profit drop. We highlight AgentUDE
stayed in owe a long time, having negative profits. In some way, this could repre-
sent that our TugaTAC resisted well to competitor’s attacks. Another interesting
behaviour was noticed when comparing the tariff evolution dynamics. AgentUDE
not only recovered from the owe, but yet gained much of the market share, as
seen in Fig. 10. With the greatest market share assured, it increased tariff prices
and got the revenue recovered.
Fig. 9. Experiment 3 - AgentUDE vs TugaTAC
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Fig. 10. Experiment 3 - Tariff analysis: price, energy and subscribers count
Table 3. Experiment 3 - Results of the realistic competition scenario
Broker Agent Wholesale trades Retail trades Profit
AgentUDE14 42 MWh −47793 kWh 70497e
TugaTAC 31 MWh −27485 kWh 11311e
ZucaTAC 4 MWh 2246 kWh 2790e
default-broker 0 MWh 0 kWh 59e
Table 3 shows the result of the competition in terms of each broker’s accu-
mulated profit. TugaTAC is second after AgentUDE, with a profit of 11311e.
AgentUDE made approximately 600% more profit with 70490e. ZucaTAC
appears third, without having much presence in this game, only 2790e explained
by its simplicity and not adaptive tariff prices. In the last place is the default
broker, with only 59e. It is interesting to see that in more complex scenarios the
default broker loses expressiveness also. Although AgentUDE achieved the high-
est score, we believe that its strategy is not a fair comparison for our preliminary
work on TugaTAC, which is not sensitive to that kind of strategy.
It is clear that AgentUDE outperforms TugaTAC in terms of profit and
energy traded amount. AgentUDE is a very consolidated broker, with many
optimisations, using more competition information to compose the tariffs. We
already expected that our simple tariff generation mechanism could be insuffi-
cient to defeat more complex broker strategies. Current work in TugaTAC consist
in analysing and considering other information sources to enhance its ability to
manage market information as weather forecast to predict production, learning
other players’ strategies or optimising its participation on the wholesale part. As
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a preliminary work, we know that TugaTAC agent lacks some implementation
in these aspects and we envisage to present an improved version in future work.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
This work outlines how fuzzy systems can be employed for composing tariff
contracts in the electricity retail market. The inherent features of fuzzy mod-
els enable a rather more conceptual interpretation of the market information,
than a traditional complex mathematical rearrangement. This enables market
experts and managers to define suitable tariff policies. The PowerTAC frame-
work demonstrated to be a powerful simulation engine for developing and testing
new strategies for energy markets.
Our experiments have shown that TugaTAC is not the most optimised broker
for trading energy at lower prices in the smart grid market but it is still highly
competitive. When compared to the 2014 champion, the fuzzy strategy showed
great potential leading the competition in market share and profit for a long time,
just losing in the end affected to the drop-pricing fee penalisation approach. As a
preliminary work, we observe that the models proposed in TugaTAC are promis-
ing, but need to be refined. TugaTAC is not very sensitive to other competitors’
strategies and should be extended, integrating more market information, such
as consumption and production forecasts that could improve profits. A balanced
participation is a very good goal for agents in this scenario, where learning mech-
anisms could also be considered to improve agent’s decisions. As future work we
envisage to extensively test and tune the fuzzy models. Finally, we intend to
apply fuzzy to support trading in wholesale market.
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